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ABSTRACT
The final project for the student of Diploma in Interior Design is a manifestation towards the student’s knowledge about the whole aspect 
on interior design that had been learnt from basic to the final presentation on the proposed design. The project that had been chosen for 
the final project is to Proposed New Interior Design Scheme of Koko Cafe for Lembaga Koko Malaysia that is situated at 14&16, Jalan 
Changkat Bukit bintang, Kuala Lumpur. This proposed cafe is to create a new identity of design for local cocoa product in order to attract 
local customer and tourists to try the variety of food based on local cocoa, at the same time to promote local cocoa product successfully 
in the international market. The target market of this cocoa product is the chocoholic and a person who loves to try variety tastes from 
cocoa based. The concept must represent the client itself, but at the same time it would increase the faith in the customers and the 
chocoholic lovers about the local cocoa product. The interior design for Koko Cafe is based on Moden concept. This is to full fill the 
client’s needs as they want the Koko Cafe to have the look emphasis the delicious of chocolate character and at the same time blande 
with the modern playfulness design that would attract the customers with different image that they would only get in Koko Cafe. Before 
getting a desired design that is suitable with the client’s needs, some data analysis should be done where these analysis is on types of 
customers to attend the session, types of services offered, products of the brand, spaces to be concluded in the proposed area, 
operation time and informations about other cafe or restaurant that use the same system in management, as the proposed cafe. Some 
of the gained information of the study is through interviews, printed media, internet, observation, and through the result from the case 
study either locally or internationally.
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CHAPTER 1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND OF RESEARCH
This report is the coursework for course INA 396, Research Thesis as for graduating in Diploma in Interior Architecture, Universiti 
Teknologi Mara. This course is a comprehensive practice on the art of Interior Design and Architecture, where at this stage the students 
have to prepare a design scheme based on analysis and observations on some issues or problems that they encounter while dealing 
with the design process. This Thesis Report is a report on a proposed new design scheme of Koko Cafe for Lembaga Koko Malaysia 
Diploma in Interior Design’s final project. This is important as to propose a new interior design scheme on the clients’s needs and on the 
current issues based on the critis observation.
The Malaysian Cocoa Board (MCB) is a federal statutory research and development agency under the Ministry of Plantation Industries 
and Commodities (previously called Ministry of Primary Industries Malaysia). It was established under the Act of Parliament 
343(incorporated) in 1988 and has been in operation since 1989. The main objective is to develop the cocoa industry in Malaysia to be 
well integrated and competitive in the global market. It is to increasing productivity and efficiency in cocoa bean production and 
increasing downstream activities
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